PLAY TWO NEW GAMES BASED ON WHAT YOUR GRANDPARENTS USED TO PLAY!

FUN FOR A GROUP OF KIDS WHO HAVE CABIN FEVER!

E-L-E-C-T-I-O-N RUN!

One person is the "Secretary of State." He or she faces the rest of their friends who are standing in a line spread far apart to be safe. They should be about 20 feet away, facing the Secretary of State. The Secretary of State turns around with their back to their friends and spells out "E-L-E-C-T-I-O-N" as the other kids run toward the Secretary of State. Once the spelling is done, the Secretary turns back around fast to try and catch anyone who is still moving. If the Secretary catches anyone moving, that person has to start over again. The first person who runs far enough to tap the Secretary before he or she turns around becomes the new one and the game starts again! Louisiana's Secretary of State does many things, including overseeing our state's elections and Louisiana's Old State Capitol!